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from: https://twitter.com/JoyAnnReid/status/813871647413403649

Joy Reid
@JoyAnnReid

The Trump campaign explicitly & implicitly pushed white identity politics. He hired a guy who proclaimed Breitbart the home of the alt right.

https://twitter.com/coto29/status/813630118698557440

from

Christopher Timm
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Donald Trump is a divisive, misogynistic, racist, arrogant, oligarch who lied to the American people! Wake up and pay attention people!
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Dear Trump: Climate change is as palpable as a wizened, glassy-eyed child dying of starvation nyti.ms/2j2u90r via @nytopinion

As Donald Trump Denies Climate Change, These Kids Die of It
Droughts caused by global warming have left southern Africa starved for food.
nytimes.com
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